Home Learning Activities for Year 1

Date: 04.05.2020

English –

Maths -

Now you have spent time learning your story and mapping it out, it is time to retell it.
Don’t forget to use your plan to help you so that you can include the time
conjunctions, adjectives and exciting vocabulary you prepared.
One way you could retell your story is to write it up in your own words. Once you
have done this you could make it into your own book with a colourful front cover.
Another way is by verbally retelling the story to an adult and asking them to record it.
This would make a nice surprise for a relative who you are missing.
As always, we would love to see some examples on our Facebook page.

So far, in our journey to understand multiplication, we have looked at counting in 2s, 5s
and 10s, repeated addition, how we record these as multiplication number sentences and
how we can represent them as arrays. Lots of learning to try and get our heads around!
Over the next few days, we would like you to practise matching repeated addition number
sentences, to multiplication number sentences, to arrays. Please use the 2, 5 and 10 Times
Table Multiplication Matching Puzzle on Twinkl.
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-n-4576-new-2-5-and-10-times-table-multiplicationmatching-puzzle
If you are finding multiplication tricky, you might choose to just match the repeated
addition number sentences to the arrays. You could also choose to stick to doing this just
to 10 or 20.
If you are feeling super confident, you might use just the array cards and come up with the
repeated addition and multiplication number sentences yourself.

Theme This week we would like you to find Australia on a map and find out some facts about
it. Where is it in comparison to UK? How big is it? What wild animals live there? What
is the climate like? What is it like to live there and how does it compare with living in
UK?

The following websites will help you with your research:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zyhp34j
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/watch/andys-secret-hideout-australian-animals
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-or-258-part-of-the-party-all-about-amazingaustralia-powerpoint

